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earth all along tv tropes - in a bizarre case of this trope it was not the end of the series but cliffhanger revelation for the
issue archie comics sonic the hedgehog series had mobius revealed to be earth far into the future after an attempt by
cthulhu like aliens to wipe out humanity for crimes against them this was done to make the comic fall in line with its video
game brethren which had sonic and company on, the multiverse tv tropes - future trunks you see when i travel back to the
past i m technically going to a different universe the multiverse can encompass an infinite number of possible and
impossible moments some of these linked by tidy and coherent timelines but there may also be an equal or even greater
number, list of apocalyptic and post apocalyptic fiction wikipedia - this is a list of apocalyptic and post apocalyptic
fiction works as portrayed in literature film television and comics apocalyptic fiction is a subgenre of science fiction that is
concerned with the end of civilization due to a potentially existential catastrophe such as nuclear warfare pandemic
extraterrestrial attack impact event cybernetic revolt technological singularity, tenkar s tavern free osr rulesets fantasy osric is a clone of the 1e rules this book represents a compilation of rules for old school style fantasy roleplay gaming and is
intended to reproduce the underlying rules used in the late 1970s to early 1980s, fictional planets of the solar system
wikipedia - vulcan was a hypothetical planet supposed to revolve around the sun inside the orbit of mercury invoked to
explain certain irregularities in mercury s orbit the planet was proposed as a hypothesis in 1859 and abandoned not later
than 1915 vulcan s workshop astounding stories june 1932 short story by harl vincent a penal colony is located on vulcan
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